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204 Prof. G. M. Minchin on the Magnetic Field 
c and e are wound close together so that there is no appre- 
ciable time-lag in any current induced in c by e, the small 
error due to the mutual induction of these coils cancels out. 
Fig. 2. 
g~ 
% 
Of course a double dynamometer might be used, but then 
four mercury connexions are needed. It is not unlikely that 
a method with no mercury contacts can be made available, 
and greater accuracy could then be attained. 
XVI. Calculation of tl~e Magnetiv Field of a Current running in 
a Cylindrical Coil. "_By Professor G. M. MINCHL~, M.A. ~ 
L ET there be a series of very close circular currents run- ning in the same sense and lying on a right cylinder 
of radius a whose axis is O0 ~ (fig. 1), and let it be required 
to find the magnetic potential of this system at any point, P, 
in space. 
Replace each of these circular currents by its equivalent 
magnetic shell, which we shall take as a uniform circular 
plate coinciding with the aperture of the circle. Supposing 
the currents to circulate in the sense ACB, the upper surface 
of each plate (as seen in the figure) will be positive and the 
lower negative. Each circle being touched all round by the 
one below it, the negative surface of any plate will coincide 
with the positive of the one next below it ; so that we shall 
be left with a terminal positive plate, ACB, and a terminal 
Communicated by the Physical Society : read December 8, 1893, 
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of a Current runnlny in a Cylindrical Coil. 205 
negative plate, AtCtB I, as the approximate quivalent of the 
given coil of wire, We shall-now calculate the potential 
:Fig. 1. 
*P 
A B 
A'~ o" ~B"  
G" 
produced at any point, P, by a uniform thin plate repre- 
sented by AQB (fig. 2), the surface-density of attracting 
matter on this plate being m. 
Fig. 2. 
AL..." 6 ,- % j8 
Of course it is well known that this potential can be ex- 
hibited by a series of Zonal Harmonics proceeding by powers, 
positive or negative; of the ratio O P, where 0 is the centre a 
of the plate and a its radius, according as P is near 0 or 
distant from it ; but when OP is not very much greater or 
very much less than a, the series is inconvenient, owing to the 
enormous number of terms that have to be taken to give a 
good approximation. 
Hence we shall not use Spherical Harmonics. 
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206 Prof. G. M. Minchin on the Magnetic Field 
Let PI~ he the perpendicular on the plate from P ; let 
AB be the diameter in which it is cut by the plane through 
fhe axis of the plate and P ;  let Q, S be two very close 
points on the circumference, :NQ making the angle 0 with 
~A. Then we shall suppose the plate broken up into tri- 
angular strips such as QNS, and calculate the potential of 
each strip at P. 
Let L be any point on NQ~ let ~L=~;  then the poten- 
mSdSdO $c15 tial of the element mSdSdO at P is ~ ,  or rod8 ¢ T4- 
where PN=z.  I f  NQ=r  we find by integration that the 
potential produced by the strip Q:NS is 
,,d0( ~¢7~- -  ~), . . . . . .  (1) 
and the potential~ V, of the whole plate is 
.2mS ( . . . . . .  ('2) 
Now if, as in the figure, the point N falls within the plate, 
the limits of 6 are 0 and ~" ; if N falls on the edge of the 
~r 
plate, at B, the limits are 0 and 2 ; and if it falls outside the 
plate, the limits are 0 and 0. Taking 6 as the independent 
variable would, then, give us three different expressions for V, 
according to the position of N ; and hence we must choose a 
more convenient variable than 8. Let (~ be the anglo QOA, 
and change the expression (.2) into one in which (~ is the 
independent v~iable. We shall then have 
r ~ -~ a ~ + x ~ + 2ax cos 4) ; tan 0 ----- x+a cosa  sin ~b 
so that 
V_.2ma~o ~ ~/a'2 +xU+£~+ 2ax cos ¢- -Z  (a+x 
a '~ + x ~ + 2ax cos ~ cos (b)d~ ;
or if we put D = a ~ + x 2 + 2ax cos ~b, 
m jo ~ 4z~ + D~Z 
Iqow 
~d 
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of a Current rrlrnning in a Cylindvicul Coil. 207 
so that 
(3) 
Again, if we put +=2m, we have 
and if the distances PA, PB are denoted by p, respectively, 
we have 
4ax = p2-pI2, 
so that 
z2 + D = pP - (p4 -,P12) sin2 w . 
Let 
12 
k 2 = 1 - g .  P=P- ~ m = . \ / 1 - - ~ 2 s i n 2 ~ ) .  (4) 
pP ' p2 ' 
Then (3) becomes 
V 2 n 
-- = -27rz+2pE+- (ag-xg)K+2- -- 1 
m P f 1  4ax ( 5 )  
-- sin2 w . A d  (a + x)" 
where E and K are the complete elliptic integrals of the 
second and first kinds with modulus k. 
The integral in (5) is the complete elliptic integral of the 
4ax third kind with modulus k and parameter ---- (a+ x12' This 
\ ' I  
parameter is numerically greater than the modulus ; and we 
shall find i t  convenient to convert the integral into one 
in which the parameter is less than the modulus by the 
well-known rule that a function with parameter n can be 
converted into one with parameter kg. If the angles PBA 
n 
and PAB are denoted by e and el, respectively, we see that 
n, the parameter in ( 5 ) ,  is -  . so that the new 
COS* er 
parameter will be simply -cos2 0'. 
Now we have the general result that 
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208 Prof. G. M. Minchin on the Magnetic Field 
where e is the amplitude of each of the two functions of the 
(k~)  third kind (denoted by H), and a-- (1 +n) 1+ n . Hence 
for complete functions (e= 2)  we have 
qT 
But here 
/1  k ~ " . (a - -x~.  6,~ ] sm ~ 8'= z~, 
C0~ \a  + x /  p~ '
11 ( -~k ' )  = z ~ ze-a+'~+K-n(-c°S'a-x ~'  ' 
so that 
(6) 
and (5) becomes 
V a~ = -~rz+ 2pE+ ~ph- ~ . K -2  ~a- -~n( - -eos  ' e', k). (7) 
p a - l -x  
This expression holds withou~ ambiguity for all positions of 
the point P, and it shows that for all points 
on the axis, OV, of the plate, V= 2~r(p--z),. (8) m 
on the perpendicular through B, V=2pE--~'z, . . (9) 
in the plane, between 0 and B, . V=2pE +9/K ,  . (10) 
m 
V 
in the plane, beyond B, --=2pE--2p'K ; . (11) m 
so that the points, occupying any of these positions, at which 
V has any assigned value can be easily found. Thus, to find 
the point on OV at which V has the value C, we have for 
this point m 
p=z+ C 
2"a" 
C Hence draw below AB, parallel to it and at the distance ~,  
a right line, meeting VO produced in O' ; then the perpen- 
dicular to AO' at its middle point meets OV in the required 
point. 
Now every complete elliptic integral of the third kind 
can be expressed in terms of complete and incomplete 
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of a Current running in a Cylindrical Coil. 209 
functions of the first and second kinds. Thus, for a 
complete function with the parameter - -m it is known 
that, if we put m = -- k '~ sin ~ e, 
a', F,r 
I I  ( -- m, k ) = K + ]d~ sin ¢ cos e ~2 + KKr ' -  KEt ' -  EKt ' J  ' (12) 
where £ stands for ~/1--k'*sin~e, and KI,, EI~ stand 
for incomplete functions of the first and second kinds with 
modulus k' and amplitude . 
In the present case, 
m- -cos  ~0 I, ~= p-' sin 0 I 
p = si--n--Y ; 
.'. e-- 0, and 
cos 01 7r - -  t (13) 
I I ( - - cos iO ' ,k )=K+'k ,~s inOcosO{ ~ +KK0-  KE; - -  EKe) ;  
so that (7) becomes 
! - I  ~ V z{KE0+EKe--KK0-~r} +pE+p cos 0cos 0 ~. K. (14) 
It  is evident hat we may define the position of any point, 
P, in the plane of the figure by means of the two coordinates 
k and 0. Thus we have 
2a 
P = ~'o+k'cos O' 
cos O' = A'o, 
z = ]¢p sin O, pr = krp. 
Hence 
V a {E +]d sin 0 (KE~ ' ' +EKo--KKo--~r  ) 
= h: ÷ cos o 
+k' cos 8. KAy}..  (15) 
This, then, is the expression for the potential at any point 
in terms of the coordinates (k, 0) of the point. In par- 
ticular, it gives the value (9) for any point on the per- 
pendicular through B to the plate, since for such a point 
~r O--~, and then the coefficient of ]d sin 0 within the brackets 
is equal to - - ; ,  by Legendre's well-known relation between 
the complete complementary functions, viz., 
KE + EK  - -  KK  = ~, 
whatever the modulus k may be. 
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210 Prof. G. M. Minchin on the Magnetlo Field 
From (14) we can derive an expression for the conical 
angle subtended at any point, P, in space by a circle, i. e,, fo~ 
the magnetic potential due to a current coinciding with the 
circle. It is well known that this conical angle is numerically 
equal to the component of the a ttraction~ perpendicular to the 
plate, at P due to a uniform circular plate coinciding with the 
aperture of the circle--a result which is evident from the 
principle tbat the current can be replaced by a magnetic 
shell, or thin plate, the upper and lower surfaces of which 
are, of course, of opposite signs. But the resultant potential 
of these two indefinitely close plates is the difference between 
the value of V in (14) andthe value which (14) assumes when 
z+Az  is substituted for z ; "~hat is, the magnetic potential at 
dV P due to the current is -- -~z " Az, and the strength of the 
magnetic shell is m. Az, which is i, the current in the circle ; 
so that the magnetic potential is i multiplied by minus the 
differential coefficient of the right-hand side of (14) with 
respee~ to z. 
Denote the function ¢r+ KK/--KE'0 - EK' o by the symbol 
Ao, and for simplicity in the differentiation with respect o z 
(x being constant) write (14) in the form 
v = -~-h .+pE + (~-~)K  . . . .  (ZS) 
P 
Now 
d--~ = - -  sin 0 ; ~-  = O (17) 
dO 1 
dzdP=ksinO ; ~-)'-~-rpCOSO; 
and, regarding P as determined by the coordinates (z, se) 
instead of (k, O), we have 
d dk d dO d 
~ = ~ " -g]c + d--; " ~ ; 
but 
therefore 
dA K -E  sin 8 cos 8 
d-~ = k 4 '  ' 
dA Kid s sin 2 t~--E 
20 = 4 '  ' 
dA 1 
= - ,.-7=E% cos O, 
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era Current running in a Cylindrical Coil. 211 
d 
and we find dz of the right-hand side of (16) equal to 
- -A  o +k~K sin 8 ; so that if ~ is the conical angle subtended 
at P by the circle, or the magnetic potential per unit current 
in the circle, we have the very simple expression 
~2=2Ao--2k'K sin 0 . . . . .  (18) 
Again, supposing that the depth, 00 '  (fig. 1), of a coil con- 
sisting of a single series of circular currents is small com- 
pared with the distance of the point P from any part of it, 
the two terminal plates, ACB, AtCtB I may be considered as 
close .t°gether' and. the potential of. the coil at .P is the value 
of V m (16) minus the value obtained by putting z + h for z, 
where h = O0 I. Hence the potential in such a case is -- mh~, 
i. e., at any Foint in space whose distance from every part era 
coil is great compared with the depth of the coil~ the potential is 
2mh(no--gK sin 0) . . . . . .  (19) 
The modulus k which appears in these equations, being 
1 -  , is constant at all points for which - is constant ; 
P 
i. e., at all points on any circle which cuts that described on 
AB as diameter orthogonally. The circles which cut this 
Fig. 3. 
~d 
e~sss e ' 
Fsp~o e~ 
! , 
| 
i 
1 I , ! 
i _  . . . . . . . . . . .  L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . . . . . . .  J 
S t ~ O' ~ '  "~P 
latter orthogonally, having their centres on AB, are most 
readily drawn by joining A to points, m, ~, p, . . .  (fig. 3) on 
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212 Prof. G. M. Minehln on the Magnetic lgield 
the perpendicular t B to AB, and drawing perpendiculars at 
m, n, p, . . .  to Am, An, Ai% . . .  ; the points of intersection of 
AB produced with these perpendiculars are the centres of the 
circles. If C is the centre of the orthogonal circle through 
m~ we know that the constant, 1-- - -  on this circle is AB 
p~' AC' 
i. e., cos~mAB, l:[ence if mAB=/~, we have 
k--- cos f~; k'-- sin/~ . . . . .  (20) 
The field due to the plate AB is most readily mapped out by 
describing a large number of very close circles of the ortho- 
gonal system for a regular gradation of the values mAB, 
nAB, pAB, . . .  of /~, drawing, a line BP in the assigned 
direction 0, and fl'om Logendre s tables of Elliptic Integrals 
taking out the values of K, E, K'o, E' o. 
The properties of the orthogonal circles lead to some simple 
results with regard to potentials. Thus, if any line, AP, is 
drawn from A cutting any circle of the series in P and pt, 
the lines joining P and pI to B are equally inclined to AB, 
i.e., AABPI--Tr-0. 
Now if inA 0we put ~---0for O, we have, in virtue of 
Legendre's relation between complete complementary inte- 
grals, A._0=Tr--A0, i. e., 
A¢_o+Ao=Tr . . . . . .  (21) 
kIence, from (18), if ~, ~l are the conical angles subtended 
at P, pr respectively by the circle (or plate) AB, we have 
the remarkable r lation 
~2 + ~21= 2~r- 4k'K sin 0 . . . . .  (22) 
Again, if V, V t are the potentials at P, pt due to the plate, 
we have from (15) 
V V t 
Ap +-~-~,----2m(2E--TrlgsinO), . . . (23) 
a result which enables us to lay down the field at all points 
to the right of the perpendicular Bp when the field to the 
left of Bp is known. 
Supposing now that instead of a single wire of diameter 
AB, we have a series of wires forming a coil contained be- 
tween the diameter AB and the diameter ST, i. e., the breadth 
of the coil is BT or AS ; then in calculating the potential at 
P we shall have to find the potentials due to a series of cir- 
cular plates, each of surface-density m, and to add these 
potentials together. But observe that the potential at P due 
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of u Current runnirty in a Cglindrical Coil. 213 
to any plate, AB, of radius a is of the form 
u . +(A, 0), . . . . . .  (24) 
where +(k, 8) is the coefficient of a in (lli), and $(k, 8) is a 
function of 0 and 8', the angles PAB and PBA. Hence if 
we tjake a plate of radius OQ, and from B draw Bq parallel to 
Q P  and meeting O P  in q, the potential of this plate at P is 
to the potential of the plate AB at q as OQ is to 08 ; for, if 
AR=BQ, the angles qBA and qAB are equal, respectively, 
to PQR and PRQ. Hence, if r=OQ and V, is the potential 
at q due to the plate AB (of radius a),  the resultant potential 
a t  P due to the series of plates of radii extending from OB to 
OT is 
1 
- 2 r  .V,, . . . . . .  (25) 
a 
the points q on OP ranging from t to P, where Bt is parallel 
to PT. 
Of course any plate of the series may be taken instead of 
AB as the reference plate. 
Thus, the restdtant potential, due to all the plates, w cabu- 
lct t~d fiom calues of the potential any one plate at a series of 
points ranged dong the 9-adizcs vector OP. 
Pass now to the consideration of the p-actical problem in 
hand, viz., the potential at P due to a coil of depth 00', i. e., 
me have to consider the whole of the spaces BTTrBr and 
ASSrA' filled with wire traversed by a current of strength i. 
We have already seen that we have to subtract from the 
potential a t  P due to a series of uniform attracting plates, 
each of surface-density m, ranging from the radius OB to the 
radius OT, the potential at P due to the lower series, each of 
surface-density rn, and ranging from radins OB' to radius OT'. 
I t  merely remains to express m in terms of current-density. 
If C is the total quantity of current traversing (at right 
angles to the plane of the paper) a unit area (square centi- 
metre) of the space BTTrBr, the quantity flowing in a filament 
of depth dy and breadth dr  is C'dydr. Now this filament is 
replaced by the magnetic shell of radius r and thickness dy ; 
and since we know that the strength of the shell is equal to 
the current in the filament, we have m . dy = Cdydr, :. m=Cdr; 
hence (25) becomes, from (15)) 
46b. $(k, 8)dr, . . . . .  (26) 
which is the potential due to the upper series of plates, 
OB, . . .  OT. 
This quantity may be graphically represented and calcu- 
lated as fbllow~. Let a very close series of curves representing 
Phil. Mag. S .  5. Vol. 37. No. 225. Feb.  1894, Q 
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214 Magnetic Field of a Cwrent in a Cylintlricat Coil. 
a series of constant values of the function 4(k, 8) for the 
plate AB be drawn ; draw UP, and at  each point, T, Q, 
. . . B, of the breadth BT of the coil draw an ordinate, 
Th, Qg,. . . Bf (fig. 4), equal to the product of r and the 
Fig. 4. 
P 
n 
------------- '- 
A 0 R Q T  
value of +(k, 0) a t  the corresponding point, t! q, . . . P, of the 
line O F  : these ordinates will form by their extremities a 
curve, hg . . . f, the area of which multiplied by four times 
the current-density in the space occupied hy the coil is the 
at  P due to the upper series of plates, OB, 
OQ, . . . OT. 
Now if we take the point PI such that PPl is equal and 
parallel to 001, the depth of the coil, the potential at  P due 
to the lower series of plates, OBI, . . . OT1, is equal to that a t  
P1 due to the upper series. Hence, if A and Al are the areas 
of the curve h g . .  .f and the corresponding curve for the 
point P,, the total potential a t  P due to the complete coil is 
4C(A-A,). . . . . . . (27) 
The curve Irgf passes, of course, through the point O ; and 
when the line O P  coincides with t'he axis, OOt, of the coil, 
the curve is an hyperbola ; for, in this case 
and r = O F  cot 8. 
W e  may, if we please, express r in terms of (k, 0), and 
draw the curve hgj' by a different rule. Thus, 
and we can make the ordinate of the curve equal to 
E-KsinB.A,+klKcosO.A; 
O P  . 4 (A: - 2 co. B)2 + 4rl.I-2 sin2 0 
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